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THE IMPORTANCE
OF FOSTERING
CREATIVITY
Solving today’s business challenges with products
and services takes innovative thinking. Letting
the world know about your solutions in highly
competitive environments takes innovative
thinking too.
But are innovative thinkers embedded into your
company’s product development and marketing
ecosystem? If they are, kudos to you for creating
an environment that allows divergent interpretations of problems. Your reward will be increased
business. And if imaginative people are not seated
at your conference table, you are doomed to stale
solutions.
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Creative screening

In the 1960s, the deputy director of NASA contacted Dr. George
Land, author, speaker, consultant and general systems scientist,
and informed Land that NASA had a lot of bright people working
for them, but they needed some way to select the people that were
the most creative so they could be placed on teams faced with the
toughest problems. Land developed the Imaginative Thinking
NASA Test, which proved to be an effective assessment tool.
The simple test is rooted in the process of divergent thinking—
the ability to look at a particular problem and propose multiple
solutions.
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To further explore the origins of creative ability, Land and his
research team later administered the same NASA test to 1,600
children starting when they were about 5 years old. He retested
children at age 10, and again at age 15. The surprising results
demonstrated that 98% of 5-year-olds possessed a genius category
of imagination. By age 10, only 30% of the participants possessed
creativity at a genius level, and by age 15, it was reduced to only 12%
of the participants. In a TEDxTucson talk, “The Failure of Success,”
Land chuckles and recounts, “That study ended because so many
people got depressed. Most of the testing was done by teachers,
and they just didn’t want to do it again.”
In an additional study, Land administered the same test to more
than 1,000,000 adults revealing a piddling 2% creativity score in the
participants. “What we have concluded is that non-creative behavior
is learned,” Land later wrote.

Where did your creativity go?

Land concluded from his studies with children and from looking at
how the brain works that two kinds of thinking use different parts
of the brain:
1. Divergent (imagination, generating new possibilities)—like
the accelerator of a car.
2. Convergent (making a judgment, decision, testing, criticizing
and evaluating)—like the brake of a car.

“What we have
concluded is
that non-creative
behavior is learned.”
—Dr. George Land,
creator of the Imaginative
Thinking NASA Test

CREATIVITY SCORES AT GENIUS LEVEL (BY AGE)

Reference: Dr. George Land, designer of the Imaginative Thinking NASA Test
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Land contends that as we educate children in our school
systems, we teach them to do both kinds of thinking at the same
time. Fast-forward to adulthood: “So when somebody asks you to
come up with new ideas, as you come up with them, what we’ve
mostly learned in school is to start looking at them immediately …
‘We’ve done that before,’ ‘That’s crazy,’ ‘It will cost too much.’” In his
research, Land found that during this process, neurons are fighting
each other and diminishing the power of the brain. He claims the
greatest obstacles to imaginative thinking are judgment, criticism
and censoring.

Become a creative person … again

According to Land, it’s time to learn to become a more divergent
thinker again. “You need to find the 5-year-old, and you can. That
capability never goes away. That part of the brain that produces this
wonderful imagination is something you exercise every day when
you’re dreaming.”
Land offered brain scan images in the TEDxTucson talk, illustrating that when people are operating under fear, they’re using a
smaller part of the brain, and when they’re using logic, there’s more
brain activity recorded. “And when there’s creative thinking, the
brain lights up … it’s just extraordinary what happens.”

In creative company

Land asked, “Are we going to be in a culture that depends on right
answers that are repeatable … that are always predictable? Or are we
going to have a culture where there are many possibilities to solve
the new problems that we’ve never seen before?”
Companies such as Apple, Coca-Cola, Ford, Herman-Miller, IBM
and Intuit have formally leveraged creatives and mainstreamed
“design thinking” into their entire enterprise to foster innovation
with measurable results.
Move your business forward by including the 2% of creative
thinkers in your midst and nurture the remaining 98% for better
business outcomes. Set aside the safety of critical judgments and
encourage your staff to let their minds run free while they generate
multiple ideas for business challenges. After ideation, evaluate the
concepts and begin collaborating on the best ones by continuing to
explore their viability. 

Move your business
forward by including
the 2% of creative
thinkers in your
midst and nurture
the remaining 98%
for better business
outcomes.
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WHY CREATIVES ARE SO
IMPORTANT TO PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT AND
MARKETING
The problem of churning out better, faster, superoptimized products was solved by businesses years
ago. Tons of competitors make and promote flawlessly functional doohickeys now, so today’s objective for companies is to distinguish themselves in
ways that will engage and delight their audiences.
To attract attention, you need to allow creative
people into the high-level ecosystem of a company.
Creatives offer divergent thinking

Business solutions need to go beyond the safe and same-old. Using
a diverse team from varied disciplines will result in fresh approaches.
Creatives are natural design thinkers using human-centered techniques to solve problems in innovative ways.

Creatives can distill complexity

Sara Kauten on Unsplash

Business products and services are complicated. The goal should be
to streamline products and services. If you are marketing, communicate their benefits with clarity and impact. Imaginative people can
distill complexity, form a hierarchy, and create order.

Creating balance

Creative thinkers can bring intense passion to company ecosystems
countered with deep reflection (don’t let their extended gaze out
a window fool you … the wheels are always turning). The balance
between these distinct polarities results in clever solutions.
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Creatives connect dots others may not see

When included in problem-solving, creative thinkers have unique
adaptation skills and can often find solutions by connecting dots
others may not see, resulting in stand-out approaches.

Creatives possess an extra dose of empathy

Here’s a generalization about artistically creative people based
on my experience and science … we are acutely sensitive to our
surroundings and process information by observing, absorbing,
and feeling. For product developers and marketers, empathy is key
to understanding your audience. Know who your target audiences
are and what they want, and then provide a sound user experience
giving them a reason to come back for more. Creative designers and
writers easily tune into an audience’s needs and develop content that
resonates with them.

A seat at the table

Whether you are solving a business challenge, creating a product,
branding a company, designing a website, or communicating through
content marketing, creativity is integral to making your company,
products, and services prominent.
Offer opportunities for imaginative people to have high-level
access to contribute solutions. (Tip: Their ideas tend to be drowned
out by the alphas in the room, so allow everyone to initially work
on a challenge alone.) Once together, your group will produce an
abundance of ideas, which you can explore and build upon for more
promising outcomes. 

Whether you are
solving a business
challenge, creating a
product, branding a
company, designing
a website, or communicating through
content marketing,
creativity is integral
to making your company, products, and
services prominent.
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BUSINESS SURVIVAL TIP:
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BE CREATIVE (AGAIN)

Your creativity peaked as a young child (98% of
5-year-olds possess a genius category of imagination), but by age 31, you likely plummeted to 2%,
according to the Imaginative Thinking NASA Test.
Children innately think and solve problems in
creative ways because they have the freedom to
make mistakes without judgment. Creativity is a
skill that can be developed and a process that can
be managed. You need to regain that lost creativity
to generate innovation in the workplace.

Listed in the image above
are methods for divergent
thinking that can lead to
idea generation.
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Remove obstacles

Creativity enables multiple solutions to problems … often the kind of
ideas bravely thrown out by someone in a business meeting that may
elicit eye rolls, smirks, nervous laughter, and, ultimately, dismissal by
others. The obstacles to imaginative thinking are judgment, criticism
and censoring—the results of safer convergent thinking (making a
judgment, decision, testing, criticizing and evaluating). It’s the age,
instead, to wholeheartedly encourage divergent thinking (imagination and generating new possibilities).

Design thinking

The World Economic Forum named creativity the third most
important skill for employees in 2020, behind complex problemsolving (a skill that also requires creativity), and critical thinking.
(Creativity was ranked as the tenth skill in 2015.) Successful companies have formally mainstreamed “design thinking” into their entire
enterprise to foster innovation. If imaginative people are not part of
your business process, you are doomed to stale solutions.
In the article 30 Ways to Inspire Divergent Thinking, author Saga
Briggs states, “Although some of us may associate creativity with
things like art and emotion, the research shows that divergent
thinking stems from logical, unbiased thinking.” Briggs also says
“that openness to experience, coupled with an attitude toward
divergent thinking, is positively associated with employees’
creative performances.”

Nurture a creative culture

Approach the
ideation stage of
problem-solving as
a divergent thinker
because risk-taking
and mistakes are a
door to discovery.

Approach the ideation stage of problem-solving as a divergent thinker
because risk-taking and mistakes are a door to discovery. Encourage
your team to noodle all possible solutions and build upon each
other’s ideas. Start by thinking that no idea is a bad idea.
Challenge the status quo (we’ve always made our widget this way)
and discover alternatives. Nurture a creative culture in your business
by using an innovation process that provides a psychologically safe
environment. Peppering your team with established creatives and
a crossover group from other disciplines encourages viewing a
problem from different perspectives.
At Twirling Tiger Media, a highlight of our work is helping others
flex their creative muscle by conceptualizing imagery for magazine
articles and mapping out an approach for editorial content for the
upcoming year. These meetings are engaging, fun, and productive
and have consistently resulted in award-winning work.
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New challenge to creativity: remote teams

Our business model at Twirling Tiger Media enlists team members
working remotely from across the globe. It’s been the norm in our
industry for decades, but the pandemic thrust many traditional
businesses into staying connected and collaborating remotely.
Sharing ideas through conversation is part of the creative process,
so it is important to support ways for creative collaborations to
continue because leveraging creativity is essential to driving
your career and business forward. 

L E A R N H OW TO

ATTRACT, INFORM,
ENGAGE AND FOSTER
AN AUDIENCE
https://twirlingtigermedia.com/knowledge-center/secrets-of-a-visual-storyteller/
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My Life Through A Lens on Unsplash

WHAT’S YOUR
INNOVATION PROCESS?

It’s easy to continue a pattern of avoiding making
changes in how you work, or in the products and
services that you offer … there’s no complexity,
resistance, adjustment period, financial or reputation risk. However, if you don’t explore new ideas,
innovations will roll on by without you, gobbling
up your once-customers and prospects. Author and
professional speaker Catherine DeVrye was spot
on when she said, “Remember that the six most
expensive words in business are: We’ve always done
it that way.” With some regularity, put on your
creative-thinking cap and implement an innovation process to build a fund of potential ideas that
can be structured, planned, developed and marketed,
and, ultimately, fulfill your customer’s needs.
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Setting up for successful idea generation

The creative process of idea generation requires elbow room to
explore possibilities. As we say in our meetings at Twirling Tiger
Media, “no idea is a bad idea.” To build your company’s innovation
capital, consider these guidelines for creating an innovation culture,
so that you don’t miss future advancement opportunities:
•

Set a relaxed tone for exchanging ideas in a psychologically
safe environment for everyone. As a moderator, find a balance
between playfulness, encouragement, and the need to meet
the goal of idea generation.

•

Arrange for representation from a diverse cross-section of
idea-generation contributors—from innovators to implementors. Include all levels of staff that have direct contact with
your customers and those in your product development and
sales and marketing ecosystem.

•

To productively exchange and evolve ideas, stakeholders need
to listen and be open-minded. Even when ideas are not immediately useful, accept them, document them, and revisit them
for future consideration because ways to connect the dots may
not be initially apparent. Core to the creative process is that all
ideas can be built upon.

•

If you lack an in-house team equipped to mine for ideas,
infuse your process with an outside design-thinking
company for input. Outsiders are less tied to your company’s
legacy capabilities and perceived strengths. They will likely
conduct comprehensive research on your company to form
an opinion, but, additionally, they will bring a different
perspective to your idea generation efforts.

Even when ideas are not immediately useful, accept them,
document them, and revisit them for future consideration
because ways to connect the dots may not be initially apparent.
Core to the creative process is that all ideas can be built upon.
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Identifying and advancing viable ideas

Once viable ideas have bubbled to the top and are ready for further
exploration, implementors are needed to take them to the next step.
Allow time and resources for this next step because skipping it may
sabotage the innovation process.
Here are five simple steps for identifying and advancing viable
ideas using a design-thinking process:
1. Empathize with your users.
2. Define your users’ needs, their problems and your insights.
3. Ideate by challenging assumptions and creating ideas for
innovative solutions.
4. Prototype to start creating solutions.
5. Test solutions and get user feedback.
It is vital to note the steps may not always follow this order
because where you start, repeat and end in the creative process is
not rigid. (If you are a creative type, you practice this flexibility
already.)
Incorporating idea generation into your corporate culture is a way
for your team to break away from the grind, unite through creativity,
have some fun, and advance your business. 

AU T H O R

MAUREEN JOYCE
Massachusetts-based creative
director and managing partner
at Twirling Tiger Media whose
know-how, skills and talent have
served clients for decades with
award-winning content.
mjoyce@twirlingtigermedia.com
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ABOUT TWIRLING TIGER MEDIA

We tell stories that deepen
engagement through
thoughtful design,
imagery and writing.
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BY MICHEL TEUWEN, CISSP

endless Zoom meetings with his lawyer associates in his home office. He ge
adjust the Nest thermostat. Mom is sitting at her adapted bedroom desk rev
streaming a newly released piano album via Alexa. Their teenaged daughte
an online algebra lesson in her bedroom while scrolling through her Instag
little brother, seeing how the entire family is busy, has muted his micropho
laptop’s camera during his Zoomed geography class. He instead downloads
favorite video game.
By lunchtime, the Smiths will unintentionally have leaked confidential
provided intellectual property thieves with a script plot, and opened up the
attackers.

NEXT MOVES FOR AI
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“I and other folks realized this isn’t
just going to be us ‘getting by’ for
a few weeks or months; we have to
figure out how we’re going to run
this company securely, sustainably,
and thrive in a distributed fashion
—Ben Waugh, CISSP
for the long term.”
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ARE WE READY
FOR WHAT THE
TECHNOLOGY
HAS IN STORE?
BY MATT GILLESPIE

HERE’S A PREDICTION FOR 2020 that is likely to be

proven true any day now, if it hasn’t already: Somewhere
in the world we’re just now learning about a serious
DDoS attack, successful phishing campaign, disruptive
ransomware attack or reputation-damaging data breach.
If we allow this kind of disturbing news to determine
our immediate actions, we are at high risk of being led
by day-to-day affairs rather than taking the long view.
To prevent that and to ensure we spend our valuable
resources on doing the right things correctly and at the

right moment, there is a strong need for balance in
information security. This can be achieved by incorporating the best of Lean and Agile methodologies.
This approach will result in comprehensive strategic and tactical plans that are practically feasible
and have wide support within all layers of an organization. That includes raising security awareness at
all levels; providing efficient incident responses; and
visible compliance contributing to an optimized audit
process.
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A look at all the ways these advanced technologies can both attack and protect us
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BY DUNCAN JONES AND MARK JACKSON

EXPERTS BELIEVE THAT QUANTUM COMPUTERS will become powerful enough over
the next few years to break current encryption methods, including the RSA public-key
cryptosystem. It’s believed that adversarial governments and other bad-faith actors are
already pursuing a strategy of securing valuable digital assets, so they can be opened
when quantum computers have achieved that ability.
Many cybersecurity professionals are aware of the looming threat that quantum
computing presents to the long-term protection of their organizations’ critical infrastructure and digital assets. However, what is not commonly known is the security
resilience that quantum computers can also provide.
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BY ANNE SAITA

When the COVID-19
pandemic forced corporate offices to close and
employees to work from
home, Ben Waugh, CISSP,
thought of business
continuity plans built on
worst-case scenarios.
“Theoretically, this is
what a lot of companies
planned for, but we never

really prepared for it to be
this widespread and over
an extended period of
time,” the chief information security officer
for Seattle-based digital
health interoperability
platform Redox recalls.
The two-month mark,
Waugh says, was when
everything really sunk in.

“I and other folks
realized this isn’t just
going to be us ‘getting
by’ for a few weeks or
months; we have to
figure out how we’re
going to run this company securely, sustainably, and thrive in a
distributed fashion
for the long term.”

WE ARE IN A PROTRACTED MOMENT when artificial intelligence (AI) is
everywhere, without having yet truly emerged. No discussion of security is
complete without mentioning it, but it’s always dominated by the future tense.
For the moment, machine learning has improved mainstream defensive
solutions, and this one time, the upright citizens have gotten out ahead of
the criminal horde.
Beyond those first steps, hype cycles and marketing promises, the era of
AI in cybersecurity has not yet arrived. But it’s unmistakably on the horizon,
and it promises to completely redefine both attacks and defenses in the next
several years.
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